February 29, 1952
H. Mode0tint (7 Washington square)
v4. Emerson
Colonel MeBride
David E. Finley
John A. Carlson
R. H. Kress
AUSTRIAN COLLECTION:
Because of the favorable relationship estab
lished between the Vienna Museum director and ourselves, I feel that
it is more important that Professor Modestlni, as previously dis
cussed, check with me the Austrian exhibition of paintings now at
the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
Accordingly, John Carlson will pick Professor Modestlni
up in the oar at his apartment at 9 o’clock Friday morning, March
lAth, driving to Philadelphia where they will meet me at the 30th
Street station of the Pennsylvania Railroad for the train with the
0. A 0. car leaving May still e, Kentucky at 7:3 ?.M. Thursday, March
13th and arriving at 30th street at Hftl A.M. Friday morning,
we will go immediately to the Philadelphia Museum of Art
without announcing anything to Fiske Kimball as prefer looking over
the exhibit without any of them and then also check the three rooms
in which they have my brother1 e collection temporarily displayed
so we can make all notes regarding same for our future consideration
for permanent placing.
We will do nothing about the Indenture until we have had
the experience of the opening of the 15 or more regional galleries
during the coming several years and which we have found the advis
able aotlon - including the National Gallery of Art - to not make
any permanent Indenture until possibly 1955 or 1956.
By that time it will be permanent and complete on the
part of everybody.
This particularly Is advisable because of the large
proportion of the paintings acquired in the last six months being
National Gallery of Art quality.
Professor Modestlni will then proceed with me to Atlantic
05 ty, where we will attend the duoknell party at the Hotel Flanders
and return to New York on Sunday, March 16th.
This will give Professor Modestlni two days at the ocean
for a complete rest, which he needs.
I am attaching a oopy of letter to “Brick11 Yon of the
Flanders Hotel to Professor Modestlni1s copy of this memorandum.

May 6, 1952
Mr. John Walker
national Gellery of Art

Washington 25, B, C,
Dear Johns

I think you. will agree that the Foundation Is for**
ttitlet# to be in a 'position to bo generous In large matters. Sonetimes we may seem to ho unduly concerned over small ones. However,
I am quite sure that basically you agree with the policy that Mr.
Kress hat had of making every dollar count. So we do try to out
nothing before him for payment that m don’t feel sure about. lou
may recall that when the Leone Leon! bust cmm over the cost of
transportation was arranged entirely between Pr. Strohmer and
yourselves, They asked ^30,000 for the bust and X offered 125,000
whioh was accepted. He suggested, however, that in vim# of the
reduction mad© in the purchase price we might be willing to absorb
the transportation charges. In view of the feet that wt had
actually purchased the bust that seemed fair and Mr. Kress and 1
both were satisfied with the arrangement.
Mow m have another bust coming over on approval
and in view of the above, I am hesitant to change the basis o
our approach ami O.K. the bill for the transportation charges
at this moment.

*

I suggest that the best procedure would b# to h®.ve
Ferry Cott write me a letter exclusively devoted to the subject
which you r«fer to in post script of your letter of April 22.
Ill® letter night recall the circumstances! namely, that you under
stand that the Kress foundation has had soma conversation with
hr, Bushbeok with regard to closer relationship with the Vienna
Museum whereby the foundation and the national Gallery would have
first refusal of such paintings and sculpture as they may be able
to offer for sale. In line with that understanding, Dr, Strohmer
has now offered a bust by Alessandro Vittoria (and describe briefly
who Vlttoria was and his general standing in the art world), Then
you might go on and describe this particular 'bust, saying that it
has arrived, that you 111c© it and recommend It, etc., that the
price is :-12,000. That you think the price Is fair.
When this letter arrives, 1 will attach the photographs
to it and pass it along with my recommendation to Mr. Kress, The'
letter .might also state that if the foundation decides to make this
purchase you would recommend m also pay the transportation charges
from Vienna to Washington as we did in the case of the bust by
Leone Leon! which was purchased on February 21, 1952.
Sincerely yours,

Guy Emerson

RATIONAL

GALLERY

OF

ART

VAmimtm 25, d. o.

Kay X9» 1952
Dear Guy:
You will recall that the Krms Foundation ha® had ©one
oonver&tion® with Dr* Buaohbeok and Dr. Rtrohraer ofthe Vienna
Museum with regard to a closer relationship with that Museum*
As a result, the Rational Gallery ha® had first refusal of such
painting and sculpture that the Vienna may be able to offer for
sale. In line with this understanding the Foundation acquired for
the Gallery in February of this year the magnificent bronzfc bust of the
Emperor Charles the Fifth by Leone Leonl*
Before coming to America on his last trip, this Spring,
Dr* Strohmer sent me photograph® of two outstanding terracotta
portrait busts by the Venetian Soupltor, Alessandro Vlttorla, which
the Vienna Museum offered for sale, to the Foundation. I Immediately
forwarded these to you, with a recommendation that one or both be
acquired by the Foundation (Dr. Strohmer was not clear in hi© letter
as to whether one or both were being offered). You and Hr. Walker
« greed that the Portrait of .a,.Xa«ra,Xnl«*»t would appear to be
©specially suitable for the Samuel If. Kress collection In the Gallery.
At your request, I cabled Dr. Strohmer that the Foundation was Interested
in the Youaft Knight and naked him to ©end It to the Gallery for examina
tion, as hehaddone previously with the Charles V. bust.
The bust of a Young Knight has now arrived from Vienna and
was unpacked in the presence of Dr. Strohmer. Mr. Walker and I are most
enthusiastic about it. Before Dr. Strohmer left, I told him we would
take the matter of It® possible acquisition by the Foundation up with you
and that he would be advised in due course (Dr. strohmer is now in Oslo
with the Vienna exhibition).
Alessandro Vlttorla (1525-1606) is one of the most Important
of the later 16th. century Italian sculptors and occupies a position.
In sculpture, comparable to that of Veronese and Tintoretto In Venetian
painting. He was especially celebrated for hi® portrait® of distinguished
Venetian® and In many my® these are the sculptural counterparts of the
great Tintoretto portraits. The terracotta portraits are especially
notable for their penetrating characterization and the sense of vitality
and life which they convey.
The bust of a Young fCnl&ht has been published and reproduced in
the large book on Venetian eoulpture by Leo Planiecig (page 521, figure 5 5
Planiscig at&tes that it very probably represent® a member of the Zorzl
family of Venice and note® that it Is signed A.V.F. (Alessandro Vlttorla
fecit). He observe® that no other sculptor of the period could have Imparted
to the clay such a wonderful feeling of life, In which every touch of the
sculptor 1® set down with such unheard of mastery.
&

Both Mr. Walker and X feel that this bust would be a most impor
tant addition to the Gallery and strongly recommend it® acquisition by the
Foundation* The asking price is §12,000.00 which X feel Is a fair price.
X know of nothing comparable In the very limited market of today. Slice
this would be a direct purchase, without the Intermediary of a dealer, the
advantage to the Foundation, financially speaking, 1® obvious. If the
Foundation decides to purchase the bust X would recommend that it also pay
the shipping charges from Vienna to Washington, a® In the case of the

)>
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Ch&riee V. bmt by Leon© L«oni purchased In February.
hlnoertly yours*
Mr. Guy Stewon
&&MM& H. Kress Foundation
221 teat 57th. Street
New XorJc 19*
York

Parry B, Gott
Assistant Chief Curator

NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
May 19, 1952
Dear Guy:
You will recall that the Kress Foundation has had some
converations with Dr. Buschbeck and Dr. Strohmer ofthe Vienna
Museum with regard to a closer relationship with that Museum.
As a result, the National Gallery has had^first refusal of such
painting and sculpture that the ViennaJ'mayoe able to offer for
sale.
In line with this understanding the Foundation acquired for
the Gallery in February of this year the magnificent bronzk bust of the
Emperor Charles the Fifth by Leone Leoni.
Before coming to America on his last trip, this Spring,
Dr. Strohmer sent me photographs of two outstanding terracotta
portrait busts by the Venetian Scupltor, Alessandro Vittoria, which
the Vienna Museum offered for sale, to the Foundation. I immediately
forwarded these to you, with a recommendation that one or both be
acquired by the Foundation (Dr. Strohmer was not clear in his letter
as to whether one or both were being offered). You and Mr. Walker
a greed that the Portrait of a Young Knight would appear to be
especially suitable for the Samuel H. Kress collection in the Gallery.
At your request, I cabled Dr. Strohmer that the Foundation was interested
in the young Knight and asked him to send it to the Gallery for examina
tion, as he had done previously with the Charles V. bust.
The bust of a Young Knight has now arrived from Vienna and
was unpacked in the presence of Dr. Strohmer. Mr. Walker and I are most
enthusiastic about it. Before Dr. Strohmer left,. I told him we would
take the matter of its possible acquisition by the Foundation up with you
and that he would be advised in due course (Dr. Strohmer is now in Oslo
with the Vienna exhibition).
Alessandro Vittoria (1525-1608) is one of the most important
of the later 16th. century Italian sculptors and occupies a position,
in sculpture, comparable to that of Veronese and TintorettS in Venetian
painting. He was especially celebrated for his portraits of distinguished
Venetians and in many ways these are the sculptural counterparts of the
great Tintoretto portraits. The terracotta portraits are especially
notable for their penetrating characterization and the sense of vitality
and life which they convey.
The bust of a Young Knight has been published and reproduced in
the large book on Venetian sculpture by Leo Planiscig (page 521, gigure 565)*
Planiscig atates that it very probably represents a member of the Zorzi
family of Venice and notes that it is signed A.V.F. (Alessandro Vittoria
fecit). He observes that no other sculptor of the period could have imparted
to the clay such a wonderful feeling of life, in which every touch of the
sculptor is set down with such unheard of mastery.
Both Mr. Walker and I feel that this bust would be a most impor
tant addition to the Gallery and strongly recommend its acquisition by the
Foundation. The asking price is $12,000.00 which I feel is a fair price.
I know of nothing comparable in the very limited market of today. Since
this would be a direct purchase, without the intermediary of a dealer, the
advantage to the Foundation, financially speaking, is obvious. If the
Foundation decides to purchase the bust I would recommand that it also pay
the shipping charges from Vienna to Washington, as in the case of the
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Charles V. bust by Leone Leoni purchased in February.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. Guy Emerson
Samuel H. Kress Foundation
221 West 57‘th. Street
New York 19, New York

Perry B. Cott
Assistant Chief Curator

June 25

direction der gemaldegalerie

, 1955

IM KUNSTHISTORISCHEN MUSEUM
WIEN, I., BURGRING 5, TEL. B 37 4 37

Rush Kress Esqu.

o/o
Samuel H.Kress foundation
221 --est 57
Street
New York 19, N.Y.

\
Dear Mr.Kress,
I'm sorry to hear that the trouble you had last summer in Italy has
not yet completely subsided, if I may tender a friendly advice it
would be that should not shoulder more work than is absolutely neces
sary.
Kay I congratulate you on the acquisition of the Griinewald crucifixion
by the National Gallery - presumably with the help of the Kress foun
dation. It is a great picture. I strove hard for nearly three years
to get it
for our gallery,? but I failed at the last hurdle *0wing
to a political im^passe in the Austrian Cabinet. You may be rightly
proud of having secured it |or the United States.
I’m very sorry that you will not be coming to Europe this summer. I
really was looking forward io arranging a good shotting party for you
in the Austrian Alps anjto letting you have a good chamoix, since 1his
animal does not yet figure in your list of trophies. I hope that,
when you are completely rec )vered, we can arrange something for next
year.

(Dr.Ernst Ii.Buschbeck)

July 16, 1953

Dr. Krnst H. Buschbeok
Direktion der Gemal&egalerle
lm Kunsthistorlsohen Museum
Vienna (Wien) I, Burgring 5
Austria
Dear Dr. Buschbeck:
Your letter of June 25, 1953 was received today
and I was certainly glad to hear from you.
I was worried that
something had happened.
Nothing would afford me more enjoyment than being
with you on a shotting party for ohamolx in the Austrian Alps
this summer as we had arranged during the unusual evening we
enjoyed with you last August. However, conditions have changed
and while I ara endeavoring to get ray work up to date, the
doctors Insist that I must drop all extrnneous activities that
I can avoid and apply myself to getting ray strength back.
Do take care of yourself and be sure to let ne
know, in advance, before you come to America so that I can
arrange to be with you as much of the time as you are here
as is possible for you.
Sincerely yours,

September 10, 1953
Dear Dr. Strohmeri
I was sorry to miss your visit here last May, when
I was in Birope, and find that it is now some months since
I have heard from you.
Yesterday I saw Mr. Guy Emerson, of the Samuel H.
Kress Foundation, in New York. He asked me whether I had
heard from you regarding: 1) when can the cheque in the
amount of -25,000.00 for the bust of Charles V by Leon©
Leoni, drawn to the order of the estate of Oscar Bondy, in
care of Brown Brothers, Harriman & Co., be released (accord
ing to r. Emerson’s letter to you of February 28, 1952, the
Foundation’s cheque was mailed to Brown Brothers, Harriman
& Go. on February 21, 1952)? 2) are you in a position to
accept the amount of $12,000.00, in payment for the bust of
a young knight by Alessandro Vittoria (in my letter of
October 13,1952, I suggested that you send the bill for
this to the Samuel S. Kress Foundation); 3) has the offer
by the Samuel H. Kress Foundation of |3,000.00 for the bust
of a woman by Alessandro Vittoria been accepted and, if so,
when will it be shipped to the National Gallery of Art (in
ycur letter of February 24, 1953, to me you stated that you
were agreeable to the price of $8,000.00, but that the offer
would have to be approved by your Ministry)?
It would be very helpful to all concerned if you could
let me know as soon as possible what decisions you have made
in regard to these various matters.
t?ith all best wishes,
Very sincerely,

Perry B. Cott
Assistant Chief Curator
Dr. Erich V. Ptrohmer
Curator of Sculpture
and Objets d’Art
Kunsthistorisches Museum
Burgring 5
Vienna, Austria
CO* >r. Guy Emerson
t boA«--- —•— -----
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WIEN, I., Burgring Nr. 5

November 17th, 1953

G-uy Binerson Bsqu.
The nress foundation
221 , n-ast 57tn street
new xork, B.x., U.B.A.
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Bear Mr.Bmerson,

st
on October 21
1 had the pleasure of writing you by air,
informing you of the latest and very pleasant developpements
in the pending transaction about the purchase of the Leone
Leoni and Vittoria busts for the benefit of the National
Gallery.
Since I have not seen any reaction from your side;, I’m
getting slightly worried lest that letter of mine or your
reply have got lost.
I would greatly appreciate if you would just let me know
whether my letter of October 21
has reached you.

.Vith kindest regards
fours sincerely

(Dr.^rnst B.Buschoeck)

AEROGRAMM
AEROGRAMME
AIR LETTER

Juy

I

Emerson

V
*
^squ.

The iCr.es5 foundation

NICHTS EINSCHLIESSEN. SONST KEINE BEHANDLUNG ALS AEROGRAMM

.Dr.^rnst H.huschbeck,

ABSENDER:

iden I, , i3ur;:;rin^; 5

>

t
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November 23, 1953

Dr. Ernst H. Buechbeok
Direktion
der Gsmaldegalferie
Wien, 1, Burgring Nr. 5
Dear Dr. Buschbeok;
We must extend to you our sincere apologies
for not, acknowledging Immediately your latter of Sotober
21 to Mr. Guy Emeraon. Mr. Emerson wee out of the city
when it was received and, as a matter of routine, X hadded
it over to our legal counsel.
In the rush of the days
which followed, we lost eight of the fact that the letter
had not been acknowledged.
Mr. Enter eon 1b &p*ain out of the city, but
upon his return next week, we shall write you further.
In the meantime, please be assured that
your letter and its request are receiving careful attention.
Very truly yours,

Mary M. Davis
Secretary to Guy Emerson

'-7060
'Q&ch/re66,

^/a&u/iAt
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HUGH MORGAN, JR.
ORWILL V. W. HAWKINS
HARRY H. WIGGINS
RICHARD S. BAXTER
HARMAN HAWKINS
CHARLES F. HOUGHTON
STUART M. HIRSCHBERG, JR.

November 30, 1953

Mr. Huntington Cairns
National Gallery of Art
Constitution Avenue & 6th, N.W.
Washington 25, D. C.
Dear Mr. Cairns:
At the suggestion of Mr. Guy Emerson
of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, we are enclosing
herewith a copy of a letter which we propose to send
to Dr. Buschbeck of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in
Vienna in answer to Dr. Buschbeck’s letter of October
21st with respect to two busts that are being purchased
by the Foundation.

A copy of Dr. Buschbeck’s letter

was sent to Mr. Cott of the National Gallery.

We are

informed that Mr. Walker and Mr. Cott are familiar with
this matter.

Mr. Emerson suggested that you might have

some thoughts on this matter which would be helpful to us.
Very truly yours,

HH:PJ
Enclosure
/

\j

CC - Mr. Guy Emerson

2ftcvrwvw 2 ~700
' O^c/i/reAd,

HUGH M ORGAN,

s -Yimu/ Y/hwi
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ORWILL V. W. HAWKINS
HARRY H. WIGGINS
RICHARD S. BAXTER
HARMAN HAWKINS
CHARLES F. HOUGHTON

November 30, 1953

Mr. Guy Emerson
Samuel H. Kress Foundation
221 West 57th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Emerson:
In accordance with our recent conversation,
I have drafted a proposed reply to Dr. Buschbeck*s
letter of October 21st, which I enclose herewith.

I

think that if the Museum furnishes you with all the
information and documents, you will be perfectly safe
in making the payments as requested in their letter.
I also enclose a copy of a letter which I am sending
to Mr. Huntington Cairns with reference to this matter.
In order that you may consider the enclosed
draft, I am returning herewith Dr. Buschbeck*s letter
of October 21st and the two certificates.

HH: p j
Enclosures

Draft - Nov. 30, 1953

Dr. Ernst H Buschbeck, Director
Kunsthistorisches Museum
I Burgring 5
Vienna, Austria
Dear Dr. Buschbeck:

Mr. Emerson of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation
has asked us to advise him with respect to your letter of
October 21, 1953 and the two enclosed certificates.

We appre

ciate the informal way in which dealings in objects of art are
often carried out, and the calibre of people involved in the
present dealing.

Nevertheless, your letter of October 21st

raises certain questions which in our opinion the Kress
Foundation should have answered before proceeding further.
We understand from Mr. Emerson that the bust
by Leone Leoni is the property of the Estate of Oscar Bondy,
and that it was on loan to your museum.

We also understand

that the $25,000, which you request be paid to the Estate of
Oscar Bondy, is in payment for this bust.

If that is the

case, there, of course, is no question but what the Foundation
should pay the $25,000 to the Estate of Oscar Bondy if the
executrix has authority to sell it.

However, your certifi

cate dated 21.10.1953 states that the bust is the property
of your museum, having been acquired as the result of a
permanent loan.

The Kress Foundation should, .therefore,

be furnished with a certificate showing that the bust belongs
#

to the Estate of Oscar Bondy, how it was acquired, and explaining
why your certificate of 21.10.1953 stated that it belorgs to your

Dr. Ernst H. Buschbeck, Director
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Museum.
If the bust is in fact the property of the
Estate of Oscar Bondy, the estate should satisfy the Founda
tion as to its authority to sell the bust.

Assuming that

the estate is not an American estate, this should be done by
an opinion of an attorney or lawyer authorized to practice
law In the jurisdiction in which the estate is being admini
stered to the effect that the estate owns the bust and that
the executrix has authority to sell it to the Foundation.
With respect to the terra cotta bust by
Alessandro Vittoria, we understand from Mr. Emerson that
this bust belongs to your Museum, which is in accordance
with your certificate.

We note that your certificate

states that the bust passed to your Museum from the
«

m

Osterreichisches Museum fur Kunst und Industrie of Vienna
in 19^0.

We would like to have the Foundation furnished

with an affidavit or a certificate from the Osterreichisches
Museum confirming the transfer.
With respect to your instructions as to the
payment of the purchase price of $12,000 for the terra cotta
bust, it is unusual for a corporation to request payment to
a person other than the corporation for an item sold by the
corporation.

Before the Foundation can pay over the purchase

price of the terra cotta bust as requested, they should be
furnished with a certified copy of a resolution of the Board

-3

Dr. Ernst H. Buschbeck, Director

of Directors or other governing body of your museum recit
ing that the purchase price is to be paid as set out in
your letter and preferably giving the reasons for same.
We have advised the Foundation to await
further word from you with respect to the above before
carrying out the instructions in your letter of October
21st.
Sincerely yours,

J

DOMESTIC SERVICE \

Check the class of service desired;
otherwise this message willbe
sent as a fullrate telegram
FULL RATE TELEGRAM
DAY LETTER
-^NIGHT LETTER

WESTERN
UNION "
W. F. MARSHALL, PRESIDENT

NO. WDS.-CL. OF SVC.

PD. OR COLL.

J

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE V

Check the class of service desired;
otherwise the message willbe
sent at thefullrate
FULL RATE
LETTER TELEGRAM
-^HIP RADIOGRAM

CHARGE TO THE ACCOUNT OF

CASH NO.

SAMUEL H. KRESS FOUNDATION
221 W. 57th St.
Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

DECEMBER 7, 1953

LT
ERNEST BUSCHBECK
KUNSTHISTORISCHEN MUSEUM
VIENNA AUSTRIA
SUPPLEMENTING RECENT LETTER BELIEVE ALL PENDING MATTERS
CAN BE SETTLED WHEN YOU COME NEW YORK
GUY EMERSON

TIME FILED

—T

DIREKTION DER GEMALDEGALERIE
IM KIJNSTHISTORISCHEN MUSEUM
WIEN, L, BURGRING 5, TEL. B 37 4 37

December 7th, 1953*

Guy Diners on Dsqu.
The Kress Foundation
221, hast 57th street
hew York 19, h.Y.

Dear Mr.Fmerson

thank you for your letter of Dec.3d and your telegramme. I have
tried to think out what the ”technical matters” were which your
lawyers have raised and in doing so it occured to me that they may
have doubts whether I was duly authorized to sell you the Leone
Leoni bust and the Vittoria bust. I therefor include herewith a
photostatic copy of the power of attorney issued to me by the Fede
ral Minister of Dducation, empowering me to conclude this whole
affair. Although I have no doubt that the Kress Foundation is quite
able to handle a power of attorney couched in German, I include a
translation for your convenience.
I’m sorry that I did not think earlier of including the power
of attorney in my letter of Oct.21st. Owing to the fact that we
know each other personally, the advisability of doing so just did
not occur to me.

I am with kind regards
lours sincerely

(Dr.Drnst H.huschbeck)

incluAaifd: one translation
'
one photostat

f

BUNDESMINISTERltM
FOR UNTERRICHT
Zl. 71.750-II/6-53.

Vollmacht.

Ramens der dsterreichischen Bundesregierung ermachtige
ich hiemit den Administrativen Direktor der Sammlungen
im Kunsthistorischen Museum Dr.

j£

9t

Buschbeok

zum rechtsverbindliohen Abschluss von Vereinbarungen, die
einen Abverkauf Oder Abtausch folgender Objekte aua dem
Besitz des Kunsthistorischen Museums in Wien zum Gegenstande
haben s
1. ) Leone Leoni, Portrait-Biiste Karls V., Bronze,
2. ) Vittoria, Biiste eines jungen Ritters, lerrakotta,
3*) Zwei Tapisserien Brussel, Mitte XVI. Jahrhundert, aus
dem Mythus von Romulus und Remus, Serie.XXI, Nr. 4 und Nr.6.
Der Brlds ist zum 3rwerb folgender Objekte zu verwendent
1.) Kelch aus dem Stift St. Peter in Salzburg .... 6o.ooo.-Dollar
2.) Relief von Laekner .................................................................
l«5oo«*
3*) Zlfenbeingewehr ISrzherzogs Karl .................................

Wien, am 3o. September 1953*

4.ooo.-

w

Federal Ministry
of Education

Power

of

Attorney

On behalf of the Austrian Federal Government I herewith empower
the Administrative Direktor of the Collections in the Kunsthistorisches Museum validly to conclude agreements with the scope of ex
changing or selling the following objects belonging to the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna:
1) Leone Leoni, portrait bust of Charles Vth, bronze,
2) Vittoria, bust of a young knight, terracotta,
3) two tapestries, Brussels, middle of the 17th century, represen
ting scenes from the myth of Romulus and Remus, Series XXI,
no.4 and no. 6.
ihe proceeds should be used for the purchase of the following objects
1) Chalice from St.Peter's Monastery in Salzburg. . . .

^

60.000.-

2) Relief by Lackner.................................

1.500.-

3) Ivory-inlaid rifle of Archiduke Charles..........

4.000.-

Vienna, September 30eth, 1953

Ihe Federal Minister:
Dr.Kolb m.p.
seal of office

December 3» 1953

Dr. Ernst H. Busohbeok
Dlrektion
der Geraaldegalerie
Y/ien, 1, Burgring Nr. 5
Dear Dr. Buschbeck:
I am sorry that there has been a further delay
In making the payments for the two busts.
As you know,
when the transaction was first brought to a conclusion,
we were requested to deposit 125,000 with Brown Bros.
Harriman in New York awaiting evidence of title satis
factory to the Foundation.
We made the deposit on
February 21, 1952, and during this period we have several
times checked up on the matter to find the reason for the
delay.
I say this to indicate that we have not on our
part delayed the transaction.
Now, some technical matters have been brought up
by our lawyers.
I hardly need to say to you that both
the Kress Foundation and the National Gallery of Art have
the highest regard for your standing and Integrity in every
respect and would accept your word without question.
However
I am sure you will recognize that the Foundation is a pub
lic institution and that we are responsible, as trustees,
for funds we handle.
It is necessary, therefore, to keep
our records clear in case our books are examined by consti
tuted authorities.
Sincerely yours,
Guy Emerson

Deoember 9, 1953

Dr. Ernst H. Bueohbeck
Direktton
der Gemaldegalerie
Vienna 1, Burgring Nr. 5
Dear Dr. Buschbeck:
I have cabled you as follows:
SUPPLEMENTING RECENT LETTER BELIEVE ALL PENDING
MATTERS CAN BE SETTLED WHEN YOU COME NEW YORK
I happened to hear that you were expecting to
come to Now York to the Museum Directors* meetings to bo held
at the Metropolitan in January and it seemed to me that it was
much easier for us to talk over our rather minor and technical
problems in person. These things always assume an Importance
beyond their merits when one has to write about them.
I hope you will call the Foundation when you
arrive in New York and we can arrange a meeting at your
convenience. I remember with much pleasure visiting with
you here at the Foundation about two years ago.
Kind regards,
Sincerely yours,
Guy Emerson

